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screenshot from Much Ado About Nothing (1993) 



Ø  Today we return to the issue of how to make sense of                                  
our emotional responses to fictions. 

 

In “Taking the Fictional Stance”, Katherine Tullmann                                 
challenges Walton’s (and others’) solution to                                                                 

Ø the paradox of fiction: 

1)  People don’t believe that fictional events actually happened. 

2)  To respond emotionally to an event,                                                         
one must believe that the event actually happened. 

3)  People respond emotionally to fictional events. 
 

 The three premises of the paradox are incompatible with one another:  
Ø all three cannot be simultaneously true. 

–  Whereas Walton argued that the paradox                                            
can be solved by denying premise 3),  

»  Tullmann’s solution is to dissolve the paradox, by showing that it 
rests upon a misunderstanding upon how we experience fictions. 

 



Tullmann remarks upon our apparent ability                                             
to see two worlds at once – real & fictional –                                       
while we watch a play.   

•  “Imagine watching a local performance of                                                   
Much Ado About Nothing.  

–  You see actors playing Benedict,                                                        
Beatrice, Claudio, and Hero,  

–  the scaffolding representing an Italian villa,  
–  and papier-mâché rocks and trees portraying the country landscape. 

•  …what we see on a stage is nothing more than this: scaffolding,              
papier-mâché, fake wooden tables and chairs, and actors. 

–  But it also seems like we ‘see’ something more                                      
than the mere stuff on a stage:  
•  the fictional world of the play.” 

Ø How can we ‘see’ characters that don’t really exist? 
»  “There is much debate concerning the type of mental activity 

involved in an audience’s capacity to see physical materials 
as the fictional entities they represent.” (1) 



The example of the play raises 
Ø  The question of fictional transformation =    

•  what mental operations does an audience member have    
to undergo in order to see real objects as fictional things? 

 
 

Tullmann also raises  
Ø  The question of fictional response =                                   

•  why is it that we have mental attitudes [such as emotions] 
towards the objects we encounter in fiction? 

“Together, these two questions capture the foundational 
characteristics of our psychological interactions with fiction:  
 

•  how we understand objects as fictional objects,  
•  and why we respond to them as we do.  

–  Ideally, we can develop answers to both the  question of      
fictional transformation and the question of fictional response     
with one theoretical framework…  

Ø My goal in this paper is to do just that.” (2) 



Tullman characterizes a number of theories about fiction as 
belonging to the category ‘the distinct attitude view’ (DAV): 
 

•  “In each [of these theories], we have                                        
pretend or imaginary beliefs, emotions, etc.  
–  that have similar input, output, and processing                   

mechanism as typical beliefs and emotions,  
–  but are not the same type of psychological state. 

•  These distinct attitudes allow us to mentally transform                                
the actual objects we encounter into fictional ones.” 

Ø Tullmann remarks that this has become                              
‘the consensus view’ among philosophers                       
about our engagement with fictions. 

E.g., Kendall Walton’s account in “Fearing Fictions” falls under the DAV, 
•  because he says that we do not have genuine,                          

ordinary emotions in response to fictions, 
–  but merely quasi-emotions that result from imagining                

that we are part of the world of the fiction. 



“One concern with the DAV is that  
•  many accounts build their theory on a flawed notion of the                      

nature of the mental states in question, and particularly of emotions.” 

–  Tullmann will explain why she is not convinced that our emotional 
responses to fictions are pretend or imaginary, rather than genuine. 

 
 

“Furthermore, one can argue from a principle of parsimony [efficiency] that 
•  there is no need to posit distinct mental attitudes                                              

if ordinary ones have the same explanatory power. 

–  I will attempt to show that we simply do not need to posit                        
a DAV to answer the two foundational questions of fiction. 

Finally, the DAV cannot account for our phenomenological—that is,    
conscious, possibly introspectable—experiences with fictions.  
 

•  Our emotions, beliefs, desires, and other mental states                            
towards fictions feel natural and relatively automatic,  
–  not like we are playing a game of make-believe,                            

simulating, or even imagining a possible course of action.  

•  In fact, our mental states about fictions often do not seem                              
any different than those about actual things.” (4) 



“Because of worries like these,  

Ø  I argue that the answers to the questions of fictional transformation     
and response are compatible with a standard attitude view (SAV).  

–  This is the idea that the mental state types involved in our 
interactions with fiction are not unique to those contexts,  

–  but rather are of the same type                                                
as those in ordinary, real-life contexts.  
»  We have standard beliefs, emotions, desires, etc.       

about fictional entities and states of affairs.  

–  Rather than positing unique mental states                               
for our interactions with fictions,  
»  I will argue that we can explain the two questions in 

terms of a difference in the intentional objects of our 
mental states (i.e. fictional objects real-life ones). 

 

Ø Intentional objects =                                             
what our mental states (thoughts, beliefs, emotions)                                   
are directed towards, or about. 

•  E.g., if I pity the stegosaurus in Fantasia, 
•  the stegosaurus is the intentional object            

of my pity. 



Tullmann coins ‘the fictional stance’ to characterize                               
an approach we take “when we recognize that                                    
the object of our engagement is fictional. 
 

•  She will argue that our knowledge allows us                                                  
to recognize that a work is fictional, 

•  and that leads us to experience (see, hear, believe)                                       
the objects & events in it as fictional objects/events. 
–  Hence, the mental states we have in response                                         

to fictions are about fictional objects. 

•  The fact that the objects of those mental states are different from     
the objects of mental states in response to real & nonfictional events 
accounts for the fact that we don’t react in response to fictions          
the same way we would react to real things (like running away). 

 

…Rather than explaining our behavioral and attitudinal responses              
towards fictions in terms of distinct mental state types,  
Ø  I explain them in terms of a particular kind of intentional content. 

–  …we utilize the same types of mental states and mechanisms        
during our engagements with fictions that we do in our everyday lives,  

–  but these mental states are about fictional objects. 



“…it will be important in what follows to understand                                                  
what we mean by a work of fiction as opposed to nonfiction. 

•  There are three ways (at least) to distinguish between fiction and nonfiction.  
 

Ø  First, the objects of our engagement are not actual.  
–  By this, I mean that we do not engage with a concrete object that we can 

encounter in our spatio-temporal world.”  

•  (Philosophers have come up with many different ways to make sense            
of how fictional objects exist, if not in ‘our spatiotemporal world’                   
– but this is too complex a debate to get into now.) 

Ø  “Second, fictional entities, as well as the fictional world in which they are found,   
have been created by an actual person or group of people (author, playwright, 
filmmaker(s), etc.)—or, at least have been called into being by some person[s]...  

 

–  I think that the more commonsensical claim is that fictional entities (or 
representations or descriptions of them) are created by an author (etc.),” 
•  …though it could also be the case that fictional entities are                  

“denizens of a Platonic heaven that authors draw upon                                 
but do not, strictly speaking, create.” (7) 

–  E.g., maybe J.K. Rowling didn’t create Harry Potter, but merely       
became aware of his eternal abstract existence via her imagination. 



“There is also an implication of the first two conditions that is worth stressing.  
 

»  Fictions have dependence conditions.  
•  They depend on other things in order to exist               

(or, if not exist, then in order to be represented).  

•  Fictional entities depend on creators                    
in order to come into existence.  

•  They also depend on particular media                  
in order to persist, to continue in existence.  
•  [E.g..,] Represented objects in a painting 

depend on that painting in order to persist.” 

In contrast,  
•  nonfictions are about actual events and entities (either present or past).  
•  The subjects of nonfictions are not created by an author, filmmaker, etc.  

even if the representation of them are.  
•  Furthermore, the subjects of non-fiction do not depend on                               

a particular medium, creator, or audience in order to persist. 
 
I argue that we distinguish between fiction and nonfiction in these three ways.  
Ø  Indeed, it is part of our experience of fiction that we understand                   

the object of our engagement to meet these conditions.” 



“The first feature of taking the fictional stance involves 
recognizing that the representation with which               
we are engaged is a fictional one.  
 

•  …This does not mean that we must always            
consciously keep in mind that the objects                          
with which we are engaged are fictional;  

–  the point is that this knowledge                                         
is consciously accessible.  

•  Indeed, as we will see, this knowledge permeates 
and influences the judgments & emotional responses 
that we have towards fictional entities. 

 
How do we recognize that a representation is fictional? 
 

•  You might think that we have to arrive at that judgment       
by reasoning about the representation                                   
& concluding that it meets the three conditions of a fiction. 

Ø  But Tullmann thinks that we can actually directly 
perceive that a representation is fictional: 
•  We perceive the objects as fictional. 



“…there is a sense in which we literally see       
fictional entities in visual fictions                           
(film, plays, opera, TV shows, video games,             
even some paintings & photographs). 

•  …Consider William Blake’s illustration of    
Milton’s Paradise Lost: Satan Watching the 
Endearments of Adam and Eve.  

•  Imagine that a friend turns to you, asking:       
“What do you see when you look at this painting?” 

–  First, you see brushstrokes on a canvas.     
Even more reductively, you perceive splashes 
of color, fine lines, and a variety of shapes. 

–  You [also] may respond by saying: “I see 
objects: two entwined figures, another flying 
above with a snake wrapped around him.” 

–  Finally, there is a natural sense in which you 
can respond that you see Satan—                 
you perceive the Prince of Darkness             
flying over Paradise, looking longingly down 
on Adam and Eve.” (9) 



Tullman explains: 
•  I understand each of the above responses as                                 

characterizing different senses of ‘seeing.’  

–  First, there is strictly perceptual seeing             
[of shapes, lines, colors, etc].  

–  Second, we see objects. 

–  Third, there is identification of that object         
as being a particular thing, or kind of thing.  

Ø Tullmann advises that we call                    
this 3rd type ‘recognitional seeing’.  

–  “Recognitional seeing requires          
further cognitive processing, 

–  including a judgment that                   
the perceived object is                            
of a particular kind.” (11) 

Ø  She explains that when viewing visual fictions,       
we employ recognitional seeing                                 
to see the objects   as fictional. 
Ø  We judge them as belonging to the type 

‘fictional entities’. 



Tullman explains how we use recognitional seeing      
when viewing the painting: 
 

–  “Our capacity to recognize part of Blake’s 
painting as [Satan] involves a mixture of 
perceptual and cognitive processes,  
»  such as judging or inferring              

that the figure at the top of the 
painting is Satan. 

–  The knowledge that the object of our 
perception is a fictional representation 
plays a role here;  
»  contextual information, including     

the title of the painting and a basic 
familiarity of Paradise Lost, clues us in 
to the fact that we see Satan, as 
opposed to some random figure. 

–  …In the fictional case, I do not merely        
see a representation of Satan;      
»  I see the representation as Satan.” (11) 



“The upshot of seeing fictional entities—                                          
as opposed to imaginatively seeing them or merely seeing                 
a representation of them— 
•  is that it can explain the immediacy of our visual experience. 

–  We do not pretend to, make-believe,                                   
or imagine that we see Satan; we do see Satan!  

•  That is not to say that we do not also                             
see the representation as well;  
–  again, we perceive brushstrokes, lines, colors, 

shapes, etc., as well as the painting’s canvas,     
frame, and wall surrounding it. 

•  We never forget that the object we encounter                  
is a representation; we are not deluded into        
believing that the object of our engagement is real.  
–  This will allow us to act in certain ways            

towards the fictional object, but not others. 

Ø  “The point is that neither imagination, make-believe,          
nor pretense…play a necessary role in how we see     
fictional characters.” 



Tullmann draws an analogy between seeing something as an artistic representation, 
and seeing something as fictional. 
 

•  “Imagine standing in front of Brueghel’s Landscape with the Fall of Icarus.  
 

–  You scan the painting for                                                                                     
the doomed young man.  

–  He isn’t easy to find.  

–  You finally spot him and,                                                                            
pointing to the painting,                                                                                    
you proclaim:  
•  “That white dab of paint                                                                              

is Icarus.” 

–  [by ‘is Icarus’, you mean that it artistically represents Icarus.] 

•  [Arthur] Danto calls this the “is of artistic identification.”  

–  Having the right kind of knowledge allows you to see the white dab as Icarus, 
and understand that it represents him – even though it doesn’t look like him. 

–  In general, we have the right knowledge, we learn to see objects like 
Rauschenberg’s Bed as art, and not just as ordinary objects. 



Ø  Similarly, having the right kind of knowledge makes it possible                                    
to see something as fictional, rather than just as what it is in the real world. 

 

“During every encounter with fiction  
 

•  we perceive whatever physically comprises                                                              
the fictional representation (film, paint,                                                             
physical person, or even words on a page).  

•  We also see the representation as presenting objects.  

•  Finally, applying our knowledge that the work is fictional,  
–  we recognize that the objects we see are fictional. 

•  [E.g.,]When watching a production of Much Ado, I may point to a        
brown-haired actress on stage and tell my companion, “That one is Beatrice.”  

•  Statements like this indicate that I have mastered a special kind of ‘is.’  

»  …let’s call this the ‘is’ of fictional transformation. 

•  I see the represented object as a fictional entity.  
•  I judge that the representation before me is fictional.  
•  This allows me to think and speak about the represented 

objects in terms of their being fictional.” (12) 



“The ‘is’ of fictional transformation doesn’t only apply to visual representations.  
 

•  It also explains how we interact with non-visual fictions, like literature.  
–  One needs to recognize that the words on a page are designed                       

to be taken up and considered as a fiction. 

–  This requires utilizing the ‘is’ of fictional transformation;  
•  we perceive the words on a page                                                       

and also recognize that those words represent fictional objects        
that we can directly think about and respond to.  

–  This causes us to treat the statements found in the literary work                 
as representing a fictional story. 



Ø  In sum, by taking the fictional stance we recognize,                               
both perceptually and cognitively, that a representation is fictional.  

 

This means:  
1) We know that the representation meets three conditions for being a fiction:  

•  is nonactual, is created, and depends on particular objects                      
and people in order to persist (the commonsense ontology of fiction). 

2) We can recognize representations as of or about particular kinds of objects 
(representational seeing). 

3) We recognize these represented objects as being fictional objects                  
(the ‘is’ of fictional transformation). 

Ø We also have emotional responses towards these entities, morally judge 
them, desire things for them, and believe certain things about them. 

–  Importantly, nothing about the fictional stance requires                 
that we analyze these mental attitudes as being different in kind 
from ordinary mental attitudes.  

»  …Our mental states contain fictional content (they are     
about fictional entities), but are of the same type as typical       
mental states and they utilize the same cognitive mechanisms. 



“That is not to say that there are no differences between                                      
how we respond to fiction and real life objects.  
•  …I do not run screaming from a movie theater                                                

when I see a frightening serial killer hiding in the shadows,                                  
as I likely would if I encountered the killer in real-life.  

Such discrepancies in our behaviors towards                                                          
real-life and fiction are typically used to motivate the DAV. 
 

Ø  The fictional stance offers a different interpretation                                            
of these behavioral discrepancies.  

–  …[they] can be explained in terms of a difference in the intentional content 
[i.e., the object of our mental attitudes]. 
•  We recognize that the objects of our engagement                                    

are not literally present to us (they are non-actual). 

Ø My belief about the serial killer on the movie screen states:              
“I believe that there is a serial killer lurking in the shadows              
[in the fictional world].”  

»  This belief does not functionally motivate a fleeing response,    
as it likely would in real-life contexts.  

»  It may, however, motivate other kinds of behaviors,               
such as covering one’s eyes, turning from the movie screen, etc. 



If we know that the object of our engagement is 
fictional—non-actual, created, dependent—then  
•  why do we have any mental states toward it at all?  

Ø  This question concerns the appropriateness of 
our mental attitudes towards fictional entities. 

Tullmann’s answer is that 
 

•  when we see an actor as the fictional character 
Hamlet, “…we see Hamlet as a person.  

•  We do not stop seeing him as a person when we 
also acknowledge that he is a fictional character.  

–  It is likely, then, that we will interact with 
Hamlet as we would if he were a real person 
•  —if not physically, then at least in terms of   

our psychological engagement.  

–  This means that we will      
emotionally respond to Hamlet, 
judge his actions, etc. 



Tullmann explains the upshot of her view for the paradox of fiction: 
 

Ø  …the fictional stance allows us to dissolve the paradox of fiction and      
understand the nature of our emotional responses towards fiction  
–  without appealing to a distinct cognitive attitude and                                

while remaining theoretically neutral concerning the nature of emotions.  

•  When we watch a fictional television show (or read a fictional novel, 
watch a fictional play, etc.) we recognize it as a work of fiction…  

•  For example, we are aware that The Walking Dead is a show               
about zombies, we know that zombies do not exist in our world,           
and we infer that The Walking Dead takes place in a fictional world.  
–  This knowledge informs our experience of watching the show;              

we do not forget that we are engaged with a fiction.  

•  We see the representation of zombies on the television screen in    
much the same way we would see a zombie if it was really before us.  
–  We judge that the objects on the screen,                               

including the zombies, are fictional. 

Ø Our emotional responses take whatever shape                          
they normally would in real-life contexts,                                    
but with a different intentional content.  



The fictional stance dissolves the paradox of fiction                                                 
by resisting the motivations behind it. 
 

Ø  There is no reason to think that we have non-genuine emotions 
about fictional entities once we correctly understand the   
functional role of our emotional responses towards fictions.  

–  …Emotions may be constituted by beliefs, perceptions, 
thoughts, judgments, feelings, or some combination thereof.  
•  In any case, the mental state is a typical,                 

standard psychological state.  

Ø  Furthermore, I think that the fictional stance explanation                                      
best captures our actual conscious experiences of fictions.  

–  …We never forget or disbelieve                                               
the fictionality of the represented objects. 

–  The fictional stance accounts for the immediacy                       
and sense of presence that we have with fictional entities… 

•  These feelings are immediate and visceral,                 
occurring without the mediation of pretense,              
make-believe, or even imagination.” (26) 


